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Eikenberg on the defensive
Moccia weighs options
amid player allegations
Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN

After four eligible players left the SIU women’s basketball team and more have announced
plans to leave early, coach Dana Eikenberg is
under review and at the forefront of allegations
of verbal abuse.
Since the team’s 2006-07 Missouri Valley
Conference championship, Dana Olsen,Tanaeya
Worden, Courtney Grant and Debbie Burris
separately announced plans to leave the team
with eligibility still remaining. Senior forward
Cortney Sales confirmed Sunday that freshmen
guards Ellen Young and Brenna Saline have
asked for their releases after a disappointing season left the team near the bottom of the MVC
standings.
Director of Athletics Mario Moccia said he
has launched a full review of the program and
wants to find out why leaving the team early has
become a trend. Moccia confirmed that multiple
players have asked for their release but said he
wouldn’t get into specifics because of privacy
issues.
“Whenever a student athlete leaves, we
always want to find out why,” Moccia said.
Olsen, a freshman starter during the MVC
championship run, received a blanket release
from the team after the season was over. Olsen
said she left the program because of the way she
and her teammates were treated.
“To pinpoint one situation wouldn’t be fair,
but the way she talked to us was inappropriate,”
Olsen said.
Sales, who has played two years for the former MVC Women’s Basketball Coach of the
Year, said Eikenberg mistreated the team and
harassed players verbally.

Coach Dana
Eikenberg
expresses her
frustration
during a post
game press
conference
after losing
to Illinois
State in the
quarterfinals
of the
Missouri Valley
Conference
Tournament.
Director of
Athletics
Mario Moccia
is looking
into why
several players
have left
Eikenberg’s
program
during the
2007-08
season.
J AKE L OCKARD
D AILY E GYPTIAN

“Everything was really personal and it really
took the fun out of the game,” Sales said.
“During film sessions she would call us a piece
of shit and say we were worthless and a disgrace
to the program.”
Freshmen Saline and Worden did not return

multiple messages for comment.
After coming off a 21-11 season that included a MVC regular season championship, the
Salukis fell to 10-20 and dealt with defections
throughout the season.
Eikenberg said she isn’t about to apologize

for her intensity but is willing to take a step back
and look at some of the things that went wrong
during the season.
“I want to win championships, that’s what
See EIKENBERG, Page 8

County to investigate record voter turnout
Professor expects
November turnout
to be higher
Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

County officials will flip through
their archives today to see if last
month’s general primary election is the
highest in Jackson County history.
The State Board of Elections
reported 12,131 people from Jackson
County — 29.3 percent of all registered voters — participated Feb. 5,
which is a 53 percent increase from
the last general primary election in
March 2006.
The highest electronically documented turnout was in March 1998
when 10,881 voters submitted ballots
for the race that included SIU President
Glenn Poshard, who was a Marionbased congressman at the time seeking
the Democratic Party’s nomination for
governor of Illinois.
County Clerk Larry Reinhardt
said Sunday he will be reviewing the
county’s older election archives to see
if this year set records.

Online

Asian-American
Heritage month kicks
off with BBQ.
SIUDE.COM

John Jackson, a political science mean at least 6,066 more voters.
Reinhardt said his office is expectprofessor with the Paul Simon Public
Policy Institute, said the presidential ing to print more than the usual numprimary, in which candidates com- ber of ballots for the general election,
pete for their party’s nomination, is especially if Obama is still a candidate. Voters, he said, will
one of the main reasons
turnout was higher. He
show more involvement
said this year’s prilocal candidate is in
e had a good ifthea race.
mary was higher than
turnout in
presidential races since
The election did set
one of the frontrunrecords for the county
February, whether Green Party. Judges
ners, Democrat Barack
that’s because of reported distributing
Obama, is an active
politician from Illinois.
Green Party ballots,
the changed date, 93
which is 22 more than
Reinhardt said having this year’s primary
or the presidential March 2006.
election earlier in the
This year’s prielection.
mary counted 8,122
season may be another
— Larry Reinhardt
factor. The state set its
ballots,
county clerk Democratic
primary election date
which is nearly 5,000
one month earlier than previous years more than March 2006. Obama, who
to make its vote more valuable to pres- won 62 percent of the county vote, is
idential candidates, he said in January. seeking the Democratic Party’s presi“We had a good turnout in dential nomination.
February, whether that’s because of
Republicans received the remainthe changed date, or the presidential ing 3,893 of the county’s votes.
election,” Reinhardt said.
The same report said the county
Jackson said he expects this year’s had a decrease in the number of regisgeneral election in November to follow tered voters by more than 4,000 since
previous trends and present turnouts the gubernatorial race in November
anywhere from 50 percent to 66 percent 2006. But Reinhardt said that number
higher than the primary, which would is deceiving because it includes sus-
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fee plans.
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pended voters — registered voters who
have moved outside their precinct.
Jackson County has a high number
of suspended voters because of the
university, he said.
In February voting precincts set
up in Grinnell and Lentz halls turned
away nearly half of their turnout
because they had not transferred their
voter status to Jackson County.
“You can move across the street and

�������������������������������

be in a new precinct,” Jackson said.
Reinhardt said more voters are
expected to register this year because
of the presidential election. The
county represented 16,143 of the
ballots counted in the November
2006 election, which featured
Carbondale resident Rich Whitney
representing the Green Party.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 274 or barton.lorimor@siude.com.
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Softball doubles down with
pair of 2-1 wins.
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CALENDAR

NEWS BRIEFS

Student Alumni
Council Meeting

• 5 p.m. today at the Student Center,
Ballroom C

SIU Amateur Radio
Club Meeting

• 7 p.m. Tuesday at the Engineering
Building, Simonds Lounge, room A131
• Brief meeting immediately followed by
an FCC amateur radio licensure testing session for all classes of license
• $14 to take test, anyone interested invited
to attend

Illinois motorcyclists get blessing as spring road
season begins

S P R I N GFIELD (AP) — The Rev. Mark Estrop is one preacher who can’t help but get
revved up about springtime motorcycle weather.
That’s why the 56-year-old Rochester Baptist minister, who’s been riding bikes for 40
years, offered blessings to two-dozen motorcycles and their drivers this weekend.
“I’ve been impressed by how much people appreciate the blessing and take it serious,”
said Estrop. “Riding a bike is a dangerous proposition anyway, so I think they figure, whatever
edge they can get is a good thing. I even bless my own bike. I don’t take any chances.”
During the ceremony, organized by Hall’s Harley-Davidson in Springfield, Estrop read a
traveler’s prayer from Psalm 121.
Motorcyclist Bernie Krueger said he returns each year for a blessing to get a little extra
help from “the good old dude upstairs.”
“There are a lot of obstacles out there like cars and trucks,” he said. “It’s really neat to have
God on your side while you are riding.”

ordered imprisoned in drug store attacks
The Good, the Bad and Teen
E D WA RDSVILLE (AP) — A teenager who assaulted two women at different Alton
drug stores is serving an eight-year prison sentence for one of the attacks.
the Ugly: Secrets to a
Eighteen-year-old Kenneth Johnson pleaded guilty in Madison County Circuit Court to
Successful Student Life an aggravated robbery count. Prosecutors dropped a battery count.

• 6:30 - 8 p.m. Wednesday at the Health
Center, room 111/112
• Common stressors for International
Students, recognizing signs of stress, dealing effectively with stress, time management skills
• Free refreshments will be provided

Division of Continuing
Education

• The Individualized Learning Program is
offering extended testing hours (last available time to schedule is 5:30 p.m.) for
students Friday. To schedule a test, please
call 536-7751

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.

Johnson tried to grab a Wood River woman’s purse at a Walgreens store Christmas Eve,
then split open her scalp with a blow from a metal cane.
In April 2006 at a CVS store across the street, Johnson shoplifted a knife and stabbed a
Brighton woman in the back while she sat at a blood pressure machine.
He received an indeterminate sentence for that as a juvenile.
Johnson’s mother has said her son is bipolar.

Gas expected to cost state fleet $20 million as
fuel prices soar

S P R I N GFIELD (AP) — Rising fuel prices aren’t just pinching consumers.
The state of Illinois expects to spend about $20 million in the next year for gasoline, diesel
and oil changes for its fleet of vehicles.
That’s about a 40 percent increase from last year.
A spokeswoman for the state’s purchasing agency says each department must figure
out how to cover the extra fuel costs. They may be able to transfer money from other areas
to pay for the higher gas prices.
She says the state is also trying to minimize the impact of the higher fuel prices by discouraging excessive travel among employees while promoting video conferences.

Could animal sighted in North Chicago have
been a cougar?

Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.

CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the
Daily Egyptian accuracy desk at 536-3311
ext. 253

N O R T H CHICAGO (AP) — Police and residents in North Chicago are wondering this
weekend if there’s any truth to reports of a large cat — possibly a cougar — prowling the
community.
North Chicago Police Sergeant Kurt Nash says there were several sightings of the big cat
Friday, by a police officer and a half-dozen residents.
Kurt says a fellow officer described the animal as being tan, about 3 feet tall and 7 feet
long, including the tail. Paw prints were discovered and photographed, but no other traces
were found.
The Illinois Department of Natural Resources says sightings of wild cougars in Illinois
are highly unlikely and only two cougars have been positively identified in the state since
the 1860s.

POLICE REPORTS
Police issued tickets to Sidney C. McClay,
a 19-year-old student of Chicago, and
Kareem R. Coyner, a 17-year-old high
school student of Chicago, for fighting at
Kellogg Hall March 24.
There are no suspects in the theft of keys
from Lentz Hall on Tuesday.

A bike valued at $120 was stolen from the
rack in front of Mae Smith Hall March 18.
Police have no suspects.
Cortez Flowers, a 22-year-old resident of
Chicago, was taken to Jackson County
Jail after being placed under arrest for
obstructing a police officer at Evergreen

Terrace on Thursday.
Tobias Randles, a 20-year-old student
of Chicago, was arrested Thursday for
domestic battery. The victim, who did not
require medical attention, is only being
identified as a 20-year-old female student
SIUC.
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Local businesses pitch in for flood relief
Luke McCormick
DAILY EGYPTIAN

While some devoted time and
money to provide relief in the aftermath of recent floods, one person
donated a mustache.
The Cellar, a local bar and grill,
held a spaghetti dinner and raffle
Saturday with proceeds going to
flood relief for local businesses and
people.
The event brought in more than
$2,000, with nearly one-fourth of
that coming from a pool to get Cellar
owner Paul Stokes to shave off his
mustache. Stokes brought out his
razor at the end of the night.
The proceeds were donated
to Little Egypt Network of the
American Red Cross in Herrin.
“My big concern was that the
money would stay here locally,”
Stokes said.
Gov. Rod Balgojevich declared
19 southern Illinois counties state
disaster areas March 20. A statement released by the governor’s office
said state and local officials worked
together to deal with the effects of
nearly 12 inches of rain in some
areas.
Stokes said he had to close The
Cellar the first night of the flooding
for the first time in his six years of
ownership.
Heather Lose of Carbondale had
the idea to hold a fundraiser at the
bar. Lose said she contacted Stokes
with the idea and they decided on a
spaghetti dinner and raffle.
Other local businesses, such as
Quatro’s and Dimaggio’s Pizza,
chipped in for the effort, donating
gift certificates as raffle prizes.
“People always look for a way to
help when disaster hits,” Lose said.
“What we’ve been able to do is make

B RANDON C HAPPLE ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Karen Midden of Carbondale helps herself to spaghetti Saturday night at The Cellar in Carbondale. The dinner raised money for the American
Red Cross to help victims of the recent southern Illinois floods.

it easy for people to help out.”
Sandy Webster, director of
the Little Egypt Network of the
American Red Cross, said the organization had assisted 133 families
since the flooding.

After the flooding, the American
Red Cross had a shortage of volunteers and asked its national office
for more help. Ninety-five volunteers
from Oregon, California, Wisconsin,
Pennsylvania, Connecticut and New

Jersey came to the area to provide
aid.
Webster said people could help
by giving a monetary donation and
designating it for flood relief.
“The people of southern Illinois

are very determined,” Webster said.
“They meet disasters head on.”
Luke McCormick can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or
lmccorm2@siu.edu.
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NIU police chief reflects on shooting

D EKALB — The police chief
at Northern Illinois University replays
the chaos over and over in his mind:
sprinting, pistol in hand and reading glasses still on, through waves of
screaming students at a lecture hall.
Donald Grady remembers kneeling over the wounded and dying as
the gunman’s body lay on stage, dead
of a gunshot wound.
And he still wonders weeks later:
Could he have done more to prevent
the deaths of five students when a
former student opened fire in the
crowded hall on Valentine’s Day?
“I know intuitively there’s nothing
I could have done to protect them,” he
told The Associated Press in a recent
interview. “But it doesn’t change the
fact that, inside, I feel like I wanted to
be able to do something.”
Grady has SWAT team training
and has advised governments and
militaries in war-torn countries, but
the shooting, he said, was the “ugli-

est” test of his career. And it was one narios, including an on-campus shootthat reinforced and, in some ways, ing. Grady had ordered his officers to
softened the gruff persona that had go after a gunman immediately.
On the day of the shooting, the 6sometimes caused him trouble.
After being hired at NIU in 2001, foot-5 Grady ran into the mayhem,
there was friction between Grady and scanning hands in the crowds for an
the student newspaper, the Northern escaping gunman. It took 90 secStar.
onds for the forEditor John
mer star sprinter
Puterbaugh said
to cover the 400
know intuitively there’s yards
Grady often withbetween
his office and
held standard crime
nothing I could have
the red-bricked
reports,
requirdone to protect them.
ing the paper to
lecture complex.
file Freedom of
But it doesn’t change the He told some
Information Act
officers to guard
fact that, inside, I feel
requests. He said
the rear exit, oththere are aspects of
like I wanted to be able ers its perimeter.
Then
he
Grady’s personalto do something.
ity that made the
turned
to
— Donald Grady three
officers:
reporters’ jobs more
NIU police chief
difficult.
“You, you and
But Grady has been praised for pre- you. With me.” At the entrance to
paring the campus police department. Auditorium 101, Grady took point,
He boosted the number of training two officers on his flank, one at
programs for officers and required they his back, in diamond formation. He
all be certified in first aid.
pulled open the door.
He had plans for various crisis sceThe shooter, Steven Kazmierczak,
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Shiite cleric pulls
fighters off streets
Iraqi government welcomes move
Kim Gamel
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAG H DA D — In a possible
turning point in the recent upsurge
in violence, Muqtada al-Sadr ordered
his Shiite militiamen off the streets
Sunday but called on the government
to stop its raids against his followers.
The government welcomed the
move, which followed intense negotiations by Shiite officials, including
two lawmakers who reportedly traveled to Iran to ask religious authorities
there to intervene.
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki,
whose offensive that began Tuesday
in the oil-rich southern city in Basra
sparked the crisis, called al-Sadr’s
statement “a step in the right direction.”
But fighting continued in the
Basra area after the announcement.
Seven people also were killed when a
mortar struck a residential district in
Baghdad’s Karradah district, and witnesses reported clashes in the Shula
area in a northern section of the
capital.

Women push back on
calls for Clinton to exit
presidential race

‘Killing Fields’ survivor
dies

S TACEY WESCOTT
M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

Michael Tarm

N   Y  

NE W ALBANY, Ind. (AP) — Debra
Starks has heard the calls for Hillary
Rodham Clinton to quit the presidential
race, and she’s not happy about it.
The 53-year old Wal-Mart clerk, so
bedecked with Clinton campaign buttons
most days that friends call her “Button Lady,”
thinks sexism is playing a role in efforts to
push the New York senator from the race.
Starks wants Clinton to push back.
“The way I look at it, she’s a strong
woman and she needs to stay in there. She
needs to fight,” Starks said at a Clinton campaign rally. “If you want to be president, you
have to fight for what you want. If she stays
in there and does what she’s supposed to
do, I think she’ll be on her way.”
Amid mounting calls from top
Democrats for Clinton to step aside and
clear the path for rival Barack Obama, strategists are warning of damage to the party’s
chances in November if women — who
make up the majority of Democratic voters
nationwide, but especially the older, white
working-class women who’ve long formed
the former first lady’s base — sense a mostly
male party establishment is unfairly muscling Clinton out of the race.

Northern
Illinois
University
police officer
Cassandra
Filler rolls up
the police tape
surrounding
most of Cole
Hall Feb. 16 in
DeKalb.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WIRE REPORTS

A U.S. airstrike killed 25 suspected militants after American ground
forces came under heavy fire during
a combat patrol in predominantly
Shiite eastern Baghdad, where the
fiercest clashes in the capital have
occurred.
The nine-point statement by
the anti-American cleric, which was
broadcast through Shiite mosques in
Baghdad and across the south, called
for an end to the “armed presence”
in Basra and other cities and urged
followers “to cooperate with the government to achieve security.”
Al-Sadr, however, also demanded
that the Iraqi government stop “illegal and haphazard raids” and release
security detainees who haven’t been
charged, two issues cited by his
movement as reasons for fighting
the government.
The Sadrists have complained
that the government has released
few of their followers under a new
amnesty law, which they complain
has favored Sunnis who have recently joined with the Americans to fight
al-Qaida.

already was dead of a self-inflicted
gunshot wound, weapons strewn
about him
Blood flowed down aisles. Shoes
were scattered everywhere, lost by
students as they bolted for the doors.
Some students were still in their
seats, unable to take their eyes off the
gunman.
Criminology major Maria RuizSantana, 20, had wounds to her chest,
head and neck from a shotgun blast.
She said Grady arrived and held her
hand, talking to her to keep her from
slipping into unconsciousness.
“If he didn’t get there right away, I
might well be dead,” she said.
Grady visited her at the hospital
several times, encouraging her not to
abandon her dream of becoming a
police officer. Ruiz-Santana told him
he was her hero — the kind of talk
that makes Grady squirm.
“I lost five people, five family
members,” he said. “I still think to
myself: A real hero would have found
a way to do something not to lose five
people that day.”

CIA: Afghanistan, Pakistan

border a danger to U.S.
Hope Yen
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WAS H I NGTON — The
situation in the border region between
Afghanistan and Pakistan where alQaida has established a safe haven
presents a “clear and present danger”
to the West, the CIA director said
Sunday.
Michael Hayden cited the belief
by intelligence agencies that Osama
bin Laden is hiding there in arguing
that the United States has an interest in targeting the border region. If
there were another terrorist attack
against Americans, Hayden said, it
would most certainly originate from
that region.
“It’s very clear to us that al-Qaida
has been able for the past 18 months
or so to establish a safe haven along
the Afghan-Pakistan border area that
they have not enjoyed before, and
that they’re bringing in operatives
into the region for training,” he said.
Hayden added that that those
operatives “wouldn’t attract your
attention if they were going through
the customs line at Dulles (airport,
outside Washington) with you when
you’re coming back from overseas

— who look Western.”
Washington has sought reassurance that Pakistan’s new coalition
government will keep the pressure on
extremist groups using the country’s
lawless northwest frontier as a springboard for attacks in Afghanistan and
beyond.
Over the weekend, Pakistan’s new
prime minister, Yousaf Raza Gilani,
pledged to make the fight against
terrorism his top priority. But he
said peace talks and aid programs
could be more effective than weapons
in fighting militancy in tribal areas
along the Afghan border. It was the
new government’s latest rebuke of
President Pervez Musharraf ’s military tactics, which many Pakistanis
believe have led to a spike in domestic attacks.
On Sunday, Hayden declined to
comment on reports that the United
States might be escalating unilateral
strikes against al-Qaida members
and fighters operating in Pakistan’s
tribal areas out of concern that the
pro-Western Musharraf ’s influence
might be waning. Hayden only
would say that Pakistan’s cooperation
in the past has been crucial to U.S.
efforts to stem terrorism there.

NEW YORK (AP) — Dith Pran, the
Cambodian-born journalist whose harrowing tale of enslavement and eventual
escape from that country’s murderous
Khmer Rouge revolutionaries in 1979
became the subject of the award-winning
film “The Killing Fields,” died Sunday. He
was 65.
Dith died at a New Jersey hospital
Sunday morning of pancreatic cancer,
according to Sydney Schanberg, his former colleague at The New York Times.
Dith had been diagnosed almost three
months ago.
Dith was working as an interpreter and
assistant for Schanberg in Phnom Penh,
the Cambodian capital, when the Vietnam
War reached its chaotic end in April 1975
and both countries were taken over by
Communist forces.

Z      

Zimbabwe’s
opposition claims early
election lead amid
rising tension
HARARE , Zimbabwe (AP)
— Zimbabwe’s main opposition party
claimed an early lead Sunday in elections, seeking to thwart any possible
vote rigging by President Robert
Mugabe amid an ominous silence
from the Electoral Commission and the
deployment of security forces.
Earlier people celebrated in the
streets, dancing, singing and giving
each other the openhanded wave that
is the opposition party’s symbol.
But by sundown, as frustrations
grew more than 24 hours after polls
closed, riot police and other security
forces were patrolling the capital’s
densely populated suburbs, according
to independent election monitors.

G

Greece hands over
Olympic flame to
China amid protests
ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Chinese
spectators cheered Sunday as Greece
handed off the Olympic flame for its
journey to Beijing and relay through 20
countries. But protesters brandishing
Tibetan flags stole the limelight.
Some two dozen activists chanted
“Save Tibet!” and unfurled a banner
reading “Stop Genocide in Tibet” before
police intervened, detaining 21 protesters outside the Panathenian Stadium.
Most were later freed.
A police cordon prevented the demonstrators from disrupting the final leg
of Greece’s relay from the Acropolis to
the marble stadium, the venue of the
first modern Olympics in 1896.
About 7,000 Greek and Chinese
spectators cheered as Greek triple
jumper Hrysopigi Devetzi carried the
torch into the stadium, lined with the
flags of both countries. Greek presidential guards and actresses dressed as
ancient priestesses looked on.
“It was an emotional experience
for me,” Devetzi said. “I hope the flame
will bring light to all athletes, especially
those from Greece and that everything
with the Games goes well.”
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Open house features dance, diversity
Celebration
hosts prospective
students
Lydia Bargielski
DAILY EGYPTIAN

As administrators used comedy,
dance and videos in an attempt
to lure high school students into
a career at SIUC, one prospective
student was attracted to something
less flashy.
Jessica Jenkins, a 17-year-old high
school student from Thornton High
School in Chicago, said she was
interested in SIUC because of the
family housing programs it offers
for her and her 1-year-old daughter.
Jenkins was one of an estimated 1,500
students gathered at the SIUnity and
Diversity Celebration for prospective
students Saturday.
Jenkins said she plans to come to
SIUC in the fall and study elementary education.
“I heard they had a good program,” Jenkins said.
Representatives from admissions,
financial aid and university housing
also spoke at the event about what
needs to be done to transition into
the college setting. University staff
members explained contracts and
Financial Aid applications.
Visitors could attend sample
class lectures, workshops and discussion groups where current students
described their experiences.
During the welcome activities,
Victoria Valle, assistant vice chancellor for enrollment management, took
an inventory of where the students
were from and if they were undecided about which college to attend.
“We hope that we can convince
you today that this is the place that
you want to be,” she said.
After the welcome ceremonies,
students were free to attend whichever sessions they wanted to.
New videos were launched pro-

B RANDON C HAPPLE ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

The Rev. Joseph Brown, director of the Black American Studies department, speaks during the SIUnity and Diversity Celebration Open
House Saturday morning in the Student Center ballrooms. All four ballrooms were opened to accomodate prospective students and their
families looking for more information about SIUC.
moting the school, its residence halls
and dining facilities. Valle said the
videos were specifically designed to
help people who are trying to make
up their minds about the campus.
Luis Garcia, a 17-year-old junior
from East Aurora High School,
rode a bus seven hours to attend
a tour and get a sneak peek of the
engineering program. He said he
heard the program was one of the
best in the nation and he could not
decide whether to study automotive
engineering or criminology.
“The (tour guide) explained how
a turbine works and how a motor
works,” Garcia said. “Engines are
something I’m really attracted to.”
Garcia said he has not yet decid-

ed if SIUC is the school for him
and still has time to think about
other schools. He said he wishes the
university was closer to home.
For some students, the tour provided a clearer image of a university
they had heard only rumors about.
Chanita Moody, a 17-year-old
Bloom Trail High School senior
from Lynwood, said she was initially
apprehensive about coming to SIUC,
but has since warmed up to the idea.
“At first I really didn’t want to
come (to SIUC), because of what
peers were telling me — that this is
a party school,” she said.
Moody said she did some research
on diversity on the campus and
decided the diverse cultures at SIUC

would better prepare her for the real
world, more so than the culture at
closer Northern Illinois University.
Moody said she is interested in
multiple subjects, including English,
education, journalism and photography. She said she plans to live in
Brush Towers because of the convenient laundry facilities located on
each floor.
Jeff McGoy, a recruiter for the
Undergraduate Admissions office,
sang and danced as he hosted the
diversity celebration, which included
11 groups and wrapped up the day.
Audience members laughed
as the Southern Illinois Improv
Group performed its own rendition of “Whose Line Is It Anyway?”

Several sororities and fraternities
entertained the prospective students
with rap, dance and step routines.
Alton High School’s Step Group
pounded the stage as the finale with
intense energy and quick choreography, although it has no connection
to the university.
“All-in-all I think everything
came together,” Valle said. “I think
it’s also important to get our own
students to get excited and proud,
and to get them involved in recruitment of students and get them connected.”
Lydia Bargielski can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 258 or
lydia.bargielski@siude.com.
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THEIR WORD

Iraqis who
risked all
deserve better
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

utilities. The site also recommends
elevating the water heater, furnace and
electrical panel if you live in highrisk flood zones. Unplugging any
appliances and disconnecting the power
to the home in severe cases is also
recommended. This would keep the
flood water in homes from conducting
electricity.
Fill the tank
The ideal choice for any emergency,
especially if there is advanced warning,
is to evacuate and avoid the disaster all
together. If the city or town is being
evacuated, it’s very likely that gas will
be in short supply, or at the end of very
long lines.
Maintaining the gas tank of your
car above the half-full mark would
ensure enough gas to at least leave the
immediate disaster area. Not having to
fill up would allow for a quicker, more
efficient departure. This one is more
difficult as of late due to the rising gas
prices.
The list of things to have for
emergencies is much longer, but these
suggestions are vital, particularly during
the recent floods.
It appears that more rain will fall
this week, so if you haven’t stocked up
yet, now would be the time.

Saman Kareem Ahmad risked his life as a
translator for U.S. forces in Iraq. How does the
U.S. government thank him? By denying him
permanent residency. This is unacceptable. U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services should
reconsider the decision.
The Washington Post reported Ahmad’s story
on Sunday. An Iraqi Kurd, he started translating
for U.S. Special Forces in Mosul in 2003. His work
earned him a commendation for “outstanding
service and dedication” signed by Maj. Gen. David
H. Petraeus, now the top U.S. commander in Iraq.
The U.S. Marines later sent Ahmad to Anbar
province. In seven months there, he went on more
than 200 patrols in violent areas. A marine captain
recounted his bravery: “Sam put his life on the line
with and for Coalition Forces on a daily basis.”
Altogether, Ahmad was awarded two U.S.
medals for his service in Iraq. For those efforts, he
was denounced as a “collaborator.” His face was put
on posters calling for his death.
The Marines helped Ahmad get to the United
States with a U.S. visa. U.S. immigration authorities
later granted him political asylum. Ahmad
continues to work for the Marines. He now travels
the country teaching U.S. troops Iraqi culture and
language skills.
But Citizenship and Immigration Services
denied him U.S. residency last month. The reason:
Ahmad had been involved with the Kurdish
Democratic Party, which CIS had judged an
“undesignated terrorist organization” for having
tried to overthrow Saddam Hussein. Thus, CIS
deemed Ahmad “inadmissible” for being a part of a
“terrorist” group.
This is absurd. Ahmad was in the KDP militia
when he began translating for U.S. troops. At the
time, the KDP was a U.S. ally in the current war.
The common enemy was Iraq’s dictator, Saddam
Hussein. Today the KDP militia is part of Iraq’s
Army. KDP has elected members in its regional
government and seats in Iraq’s parliament.
CIS will not comment on Ahmad’s case. But
an agency official said a new law gives CIS more
authority to exempt people and groups from
“security-related” barriers to U.S. immigration. The
agency is reviewing recent cases.
Clearly, Ahmad’s case should be among those
cases. He should not be penalized for being in a
group that the United States welcomed as an ally.
Congress should also ensure enough U.S. visas
for other Iraqis who have helped U.S. forces. Of the
5,300 translators who work with U.S. troops, 648
have special visas pending. While that visa quota
was increased to 500 this year, it will revert to 50
visas in 2009 unless Congress acts again.
The United States should do right by Ahmad
and others like him.

Wenger is a senior studying
journalism and Spanish.

This editorial appeared in the
Miami Herald on Thursday.
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Prepare for the worst
DANNY WENGER
dwenger@siu.edu

It wasn’t raining when Noah built
the ark.
I heard this phrase some time ago,
but it never meant much to me until I
saw the recent flooding in the southern
Illinois region. I’d never lived in a county
considered a disaster area. It surprised
me to read about the damage done in
areas not far from my own home.
Luckily, my home suffered little to no
damage as a result of the rains. I also had
plenty of access to a grocery store not far
from my house. However, the events did
make me think more about my own lack
of preparedness in case of an emergency.
Growing up, I participated in the
Boy Scouts of America. I even obtained
the high rank of Eagle Scout. But in the
seven years since I was awarded my last
merit badge, I’ve somewhat neglected
the Scout motto, “Be prepared.”
In a region prone to heavy rains
and flooding, it is important for both
students and residents to have a few
things to help get through an emergency.
Here is a list of a few essentials, in no
particular order, of importance.
Flood insurance
According to the National

Association of Insurance
Commissioners, one-third of Americans
thought flooding was covered in
standard homeowners insurance policies.
Unfortunately, most in policies it’s not.
Although many policies cover
disasters such as an earthquake, if
flooding also occurs as a result of the
earthquake, it is not covered.
It isn’t quite clear why so many
insurers do not offer flood insurance
with the general home policy, but it
would be advisable to look over whatever
policy you might have and discuss with
an insurance broker the possibility of
adding the coverage.
Safe water
Water is essential to survival. Even
a short period without water can cause
major problems such as dehydration,
which in turn can lead to things like
heat stroke and heat exhaustion.
During a disaster such as a flood
or earthquake, tap water can become
contaminated from broken water
lines and floodwater getting into the
drinking supply.
The Web site http://www.ready.
gov states that at least one gallon of
water is needed per person for drinking
and sanitation. The site recommends
storing at least three days worth of
water.
Along with water for consumption,
it is important to avoid dangerous water
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Farewell Animal Crackers,
hello community support
D E:
Animal Crackers, a locally owned business, will shut
its doors today for good.
My two terriers, Rupert and Fionha, have gone
there for years for doggie daycare, grooming, toys and
top quality food. Their second home, though, will not
be there after today.
Businesses come and go in Carbondale; I know this.
But I’m still incredibly sad by Animal Crackers’ closing.
I’m also angry.
Not surprisingly, the big box stores moved in and

Response: Who is responsible
for stereotyping?
D E:
Mr. Corderman’s letter published in the D
E Thursday stated that my previous letter fostered stereotypes. His letter stated that after 15 years of
working in automotive sales, his employers never sold
vehicles at a higher price to blacks.

‘Green’ fee privatizes school
D E:
It is one thing to recognize the dangers of ignoring
climate change on the societal level, and an entirely different thing to accept personal responsibility for climate
change and pay for it out of your pocket, in the face of
record profits by the likes of Ameren and other industrial
polluters.
When does the student body put its foot down and
reject further increases in fees (and tuition for that matter)?
Let me tell you a story. In 1994, I started as an
undergraduate at a mid-sized public university in eastern
Kentucky not too far from here. And really, 1994 was not
that long ago. As a freshman, my tuition was $709 per
semester, and there were no fees.
That’s right, there were no fees. Tuition was so low at

the locals got shut out. While the big box places might
offer cheap prices and glittery plastic crap, they don’t
offer half of what a place like Animal Crackers had to
offer: a sense of community. Allowing the big names to
take over — that’s fine for other places, but in my eyes,
it’s just not acceptable for Carbondale.
In my eight years in Carbondale, one of the many
life lessons I’ve learned is how tremendously important
community is: having a sense of pride and investment
in all aspects of this city and this university. I’ve also
learned that local businesses are such an important part
of the culture and community here. I do believe they
can co-exist next to the corporations. They will have to.
If they don’t, we lose the heart of Carbondale.
So, I write this letter to encourage those of you

committed to preserving a sense of community to strive
to shop local when possible. Be creative and flexible. We
have our own community-run businesses all over town:
restaurants, coffee shops, grocery stores, gift shops,
sporting goods stores, radio stations, farming organizations, etc. These places are owned, managed and staffed
by locals who will reinvest in our communities in social
and economic ways that can’t be matched by the big
boxes of the world.
I’ll close by saying a sad farewell to Sarah George
at Animal Crackers. Rupert, Fionha and I will miss you
and the community you fostered among pet owners in
the region. Good luck!

Stacia Creek

doctoral student studying sociology

Well, I applaud his honesty as a salesman and his
company’s integrity in business. But just because he and
his company were honest does not diminish the fact that
blacks still pay more for vehicles than whites on average
nationwide.
I would like to point out to Mr. Corderman and others two articles that substantiate my point: “Review of
Nissan Car Loans that Blacks Pay More” on http://www.
racematters.org, and “Study: Blacks Pay Higher Auto
Loan Rates” by Bill Lester of USA Today.
So to Mr. Corderman, unless every black person in

the United States comes to your dealership and buys from
your company, the fact remains that blacks still pay higher
costs for automobiles.
So, am I perpetuating a stereotype, or are the media
and researchers who publish these statistics? More
importantly, who will hold the automotive companies
responsible that perpetrate this crime of institutional and
economic racism?

that time, I could pay for it by delivering pizza five nights
a week. In about 1997, my school administration finally
caught on to the growing Internet and started charging a
$15 “computer usage fee” because everyone wanted online.
What are fees today? Nearing $1,000 a semester?
Why has this happened? What has changed? I’ll tell you
what changed. The mandate of the university shifted
(with the political tides) from being one of a public institution to one of being a public business enterprise.
The state and federal governments began under-funding the university system, encouraged sports programs to
“generate revenue” and forced them to raise tuition and
introduce fees. That’s what happened.
Now universities are run by people who have political
connections and are good at the business of running a
publicly subsidized educational enterprise, instead of educators and people with loyalty to the idea of educating the
working class and the bringing opportunities to the poor.
Does the $10 environmental fee (affectionately known
as the “green” fee so you can swallow it without a glass of

water) warrant such an outrage on my part? Absolutely.
This is just another step toward the privatization of
our educational institution. Eventually, universities could
be forced to generate their own revenue almost entirely,
and you know who’s going to generate most of the funds
required for all those new buildings, new “Ways,” new
stadiums? You, in the form of fees, your $1,000 a semester
ticket to campus.
The fact that GA United Treasury Secretary Shelly
McGrath backs the proposed environmental fee only
underscores the fact that any opposition to the policies
of fee funding of university projects must occur independent of the student unions (Ms. McGrath was quoted in
Wednesday’s article, but not properly identified as a GA
United union official).
I can only assume that GA United backs the fee. I
urge students to reject the “green” fee, but demand SIUC
clean up its act anyway.

Bomani Spell

doctoral student studying
higher education administration

Charles Groce

doctoral student studying mathematics

Thumbs Up to opening day of
Major League Baseball. This is honestly my favorite time of the year. The
games all count and the preseason
hype is over.
I also consider this to be the official opening day of the annual trashtalking season between baseball fans
everywhere. Here in Carbondale, the
epic battle royale is among Cardinals,
Cubs and White Sox fans.
For some, this year is the year.
For others, this year is when we build
for next year or the year after that.
All I know is that it’s a long season
in baseball and it’s foolish to predict
who’s going to win the World Series
in April because I guarantee nobody
(other than me) picked the 83-win
Cardinals to win it all in 2006, or the
White Sox in 2005.

REACHING US
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Thumbs Up to Opening Day and Saluki baseball
afruth@siu.edu
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Thumbs Up to the possibility of
online voting for student elections.
I know some people are opposed to
it, but I think that online voting as
well as the “green” fee referendum will
actually increase the people who will
vote in the elections.
Only 1,274 people
voted last year, up 48
from the year before.
Let’s face it; Students
on this campus really
haven’t been working
themselves into a frenzy over the student
government elections.
Try the online voting
system from Student
Voices. If the company
is legitimate then we should have no
problems. If it increases voter turnout,
that’s great. If not, go back to the
paper system.
Thumbs Down to the possible
shutdown of Amtrak services between
Chicago and Carbondale. It’s sad
that something as simple as a train
ride in the United States is controlled

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

by a company from, you guessed it,
Canada.
Don’t worry, it makes no sense
to me either. Hopefully something
gets done about this or else we
might have to extend the Saluki Bus
route to include the
Chicagoland area.
Thumbs Up to
the potential plan
to offer in-state
tuition to students
from states, such as
Kentucky, Missouri
and Indiana. The
difference between
in-state and out-ofstate tuition right now
at SIU is more than
$10,000.
This seems like a great idea to me
because other universities do the same
thing to lure Illinois students to attend
their schools. If other states can reach
into the Illinois cookie jar for students,
why can’t we reach into other states’
cookie jars and do the same thing?
Thumbs Down to all the recent

Here in
Carbondale,
the epic battle
royale is among
Cardinals,
Cubs and
White Sox fans.

violence in Carbondale in and around
SIU. Fights outside the dorms, fights
in parking lots, fights out by the bagel
man and fights inside Don Taco,
although that seems to be nothing
new.
Everyone needs to relax, take a
chill pill and realize there are only
five weeks left in the semester. Let’s
all cool it and end the semester on a
peaceful, law-abiding note. And please,
no more fights by the bagel man.
Thumbs Up to everyone heading
out to the ballpark Tuesday in Marion
to watch the baseball Salukis take on
the I-57 rival Fighting Illini under the
lights. If you haven’t made plans for
Tuesday night, consider making the
short drive over to Rent One Park.
Tickets are only $3 and concessions
will be open. Saluki baseball under
the lights — now that’s something
you don’t see very often. First pitch is
at 6:05 p.m.; dress accordingly as it is
only the beginning of April after all.
Fruth is a graduate student in
curriculum and instruction.

• Phone number required to verify authorship (number
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and
major. FACULTY must include rank and department.
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF include position and department.
OTHERS include hometown.
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New election date
alters ‘green’ fee plans
BOT to hear
proposal in
executive session

to the board only if the referendum
showed student support for the fee.
If students vote in favor of the
fee, Dyer said the group would
attempt to get a resolution to pass
the fee on the agenda for the board’s
next meeting in June.
Joe Crawford
Project Eco-Dawgs is a plan
DAILY EGYPTIAN
drafted by students and staff to
A change in the dates of student reduce the university’s contribution
government elections has caused a to global warming and make the
campus group to alter its plans for campus more sustainable. The propresenting a proposed “green” fee to posal includes a fee that would pay
the university’s Board of Trustees.
for on-campus renewable energy,
Project Eco-Dawgs, which energy efficiency and sustainability
includes a proposal for a $10 per projects and research.
Student elections were first
semester student fee, won’t be formally presented to the BOT at planned for April 8 and 9, but John
its meeting April 10 as previously Teresi, the election commissioner,
said last week
planned, said Jon
Dyer, a co-coorthey would
������ ���������
be conducted
dinator for the
project. Instead,
April 15 and
members of the group will have 16. Teresi said the Undergraduate
a less formal discussion with the Student Government’s rules require
board in executive session before the elections to be held in the third
week of April.
meeting, Dyer said.
USG President Demetrous
“That way we can have a conversation,” he said.
White said the elections were
Dyer said the change in plans moved up a week last year to allow
occurred because student elections, a smoother transition for the leaderwhich will include a referendum on ship. But White said the dates were
the fee, were pushed back a week, changed this year because April 9 is
meaning they will happen after the Higher Education Lobby Day.
The university plans to send
board meeting. The group originally planned to present the plan groups of students, faculty and

�

�

���

‘‘I

would imagine if
they’re involved in it
for real, they’re going
to want to go to Lobby
Day and speak out on
behalf of students and
their issues.
— Demetrous White
USG president

staff to lobby the state legislature in
Springfield for more higher education funding on Lobby Day.
The move was necessary in part
because some of the candidates
would probably make the trip to
Springfield, he said.
“I would imagine if they’re
involved in it for real, they’re going
to want to go to Lobby Day and
speak out on behalf of students and
their issues,” he said.
Dyer said Project Eco-Dawgs
would be presented to the USG at
its meeting Wednesday, and there
will be three open forums on the
proposal on campus next week.
Joe Crawford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or
jcrawford@siude.com.

News

‘Stop’ the war
Cornish) in order to plead with a
senator to get him off the stop-loss
list.
‘Stop-Loss’
Peirce, along with co-writer Mark
Rated: R
Richard, creates a film that is more
Starring: Ryan Phillipe, Channing
Tatum, Abbie Cornish, Joseph Gordonevocative of mood and character as
Levitt
opposed to strict plot. The film makes
Directed by Kimberly Peirce
the statement that most war movies
Run time: 113 minutes
make in regard to the desensitization
With “Stop-Loss,” director of the troops and the overall wrongKimberly Peirce has done something ness of the war. But Peirce is more
directors like Paul Haggis and Robert concerned with these specific soldiers
Redford have failed to do. She has and their plight, and by narrowing her
made a movie about Iraq that has a focus she has created characters who
soul.
have emotional resonance.
As Tommy falls prey to booze and
“Stop-Loss,” her first film since
1999’s “Boys Don’t Cry,” is a film Steve is tempted to return to the Army
as a sniper, we see
about the soldiers
and their families,
that these are ordiand the troubles they
nary people forced to
grapple with extraor4.5 out of 5 stars
endure as the war
continues, seemingly
dinary circumstances
without end. Thus far, it is the stron- far beyond their control.
The film’s crucial scene occurs at the
gest film of 2008.
The film’s title refers to a clause midpoint, where Brandon encounters a
that is buried in the fine print of the family on the run from the clause. It is
contract men and women sign when here that he realizes that there are only
they enlist in the Army. Essentially, two paths that he could take: return to
it works as a sort of back door draft, Iraq or flee the country.
extending a soldier’s contract in order
The film manages to remain opento keep the troop levels up if needed.
ended until the very last shot, and
This is what happens to Brandon the way the story resolves itself is
King (Ryan Phillipe), who upon profoundly sad. The war is going to
returning home to Texas from his continue indefinitely no matter what
final tour of duty is forced to re-enlist. Brandon does, and Peirce manages
His friends Steve (Channing Tatum) to convey this with great sorrow and
and Tommy (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) respect for her fellow men.
grapple with their own demons as
For the full review of ‘Stop-Loss’
Brandon sets off on a cross-counfrom Wes, see siuDE.com
try road trip with Michelle (Abbie

Wes Lawson
DAILY EGYPTIAN

categorize the review as an investigation but rather a chance to get the full
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
story amid various allegations.
I came here to do. I wasn’t hired
Eikenberg received a five-year conto keep this program at the bottom tract extension from Moccia June 17.
of the Valley,” she said. “We had a The new deal called for a yearly base
true commitment last year during the pay of $125,000.
championship season and we had solid
Regardless of who leaves the team
leadership. We tried to get some kids and who doesn’t, Eikenberg said she is
we could mold and sometimes it just concerned with her perception as well
as the team’s perception.
doesn’t work out.”
Burris, also a starter on the cham“There’s just some people who
pionship team, was the veteran mem- don’t want to play for me and I won’t
ber of those who have left early. Burris apologize for my intensity because
I want to be part of
said she played hurt durMarch Madness — it’s
ing the Salukis’ champiwho I am,” Eikenberg
onship season and started
here’s just
to feel the early effects
said.
some people
Eikenberg came to
of a possible back injury
during the middle of the
who don’t want SIU from Missouriseason, which ultimately
Kansas City with Jayme
to play for me
led her to leave the team
Sweere, Carlai Moore,
Erin Pauk and a pair of
in November.
and I won’t
“I tried to continue
assistant coaches.
apologize for my
early in the season but I
Jody Adams was
eventually decided to quit.
Eikenberg’s
intensity because ate head coach associWhen I decided to quit,
before
I want to be
they made me feel like I
being hired by Murray
let the whole team down,”
State after the Salukis’
part of March
championship season.
Burris said. “She told me
Madness — it’s
she’d take my scholarship
Sales said Adams
because I wasn’t worth
played the role of good
who I am.
her time, but that never
cop during the champi— Dana Eikenberg
onship
run.
happened.”
women’s basketball
Eikenberg said she
“It was easy to ignore
head coach
some of the things that
would never play someone injured or put any of her players in Dana said to us last year because
a position to fail.
we were winning and Jody held her
“How does that help the program?” down,” Sales said. “When they hired
Eikenberg said. “With that said, do Megan Lanham, things fell apart
you have to struggle to move forward? because she fueled her fire.”
Absolutely.”
Eikenberg said Adams’ deparEikenberg said the seniors did not ture certainly had something to do
set a good example for the freshmen with unrest among the players and
this season, which may have led to not everyone on the team responded
some problems with the largely fresh- to Lanham, Adams’ replacement at
men class. Eikenberg was very critical associate head coach.
of the seniors’ performances throughGrant, who left the team in
out the season.
October, said she was kicked out
It is the athletic department’s policy of practice one day and was told to
to do senior exit interviews at the end clean out her locker. She said she
of every season for each sport at SIU. was upset when Eikenberg called her
The coaches also go through an inter- into a meeting and discussed a list
view process to determine the positive of things she had to do to keep her
scholarship.
and negative experiences.
“The list said that I had to do 12
Moccia said because of the circumstances he has conducted meetings study hours a week, that I couldn’t
with every player and coach on the miss classes and that my grade point
team this season. He said he would not average wouldn’t drop from where it

EIKENBERG

‘‘T

siuD
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was. I probably should have went to
someone about it but I didn’t,” Grant
said.
Moccia said once the athletic
department is made aware that somebody wants to transfer, he makes a
quick decision on what is going to
happen.
He said one release allows the
player to go wherever they want to
go while another option would be to
allow the player to transfer anywhere
aside from a specific list of schools.
“If the student-athlete disagrees
with my decision, they can go to an
outside group that would hear that
appeal and no one from the athletic
department could sit-in at that hearing and that group’s decision would be
final,” Moccia said. “Scholarships are
only a one-year agreement. Nobody
gets their scholarship pulled but they
may not get it renewed.”
Moccia said he’s considering two
platforms in assessing Eikenberg’s
status with the team. The first, he said,
focuses on Eikenberg’s accomplishments both on and off the court.
“In the last three years, our
women’s basketball team has finished in the top-25 in grade point
average,” Moccia said. “When you
look at our revenue, it’s doubled
from two years ago and this year
it was up 35 percent. Our crowds
have increased and the Pink Out
has been great.”
SIU hasn’t won 20-plus games
since 1992. Similarly, it was also its
first outright conference championship since moving into the MVC.
Last season’s turnaround was
among the top-10 in the country in
terms of win total and the season
netted Eikenberg the MVC Coach
of the Year award.
Moccia is also taking into account
some of the negatives regarding
Eikenberg’s tenure.
“With defections and people leaving, we want to look at the reasons
for that. We want to analyze it and
talk to the kids and figure out if their
concerns are valid and address them,”
Moccia said. “After that, we want to
move forward, positively.”
Matt Hartwig can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 282 or at mhartwig@siu.edu.
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by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black
by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Today’s Birthday—You start out
the year as a loner, and wind up with
a strong following. Your achievements
attract attention from people you
admire. You’re not a social climber, but
increased status will be the result of your
insistence on perfection and your strong
self-discipline.
To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is an 8 — Success is great, but it doesn’t
last. Good friends give you the confidence to succeed again and again and
again and again. They’re the ones who
are really important.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is a 7 — Don’t let someone else’s preferences keep you from getting yours. It’s
nice to negotiate, but it’s not mandatory.
Don’t be afraid to compete and win.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 7 — You’ve been having a few difficulties communications-wise, lately. That
will be less noticeable now. You’re more
apt to say the right thing, first.

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Rooster’s feature
5 Calyx part
10 Bus driver on
“The Simpsons”
14 Type of code or
rug
15 Play tricks on
16 Quantum
physicist Niels
17 Senior Bush
pronouncement
19 Give the cold
shoulder to
20 Island nation
east of Fiji
21 Retirement
accounts
23 Sponsorship
26 Former Indian
leader
27 Attributed
31 Musical sound
effect
34 To the __ degree
35 Municipal
37 Conductive
element
38 Leaves
40 Mexican mister
42 Sup in style
43 Bring down
45 Low point
47 Dusk, to Donne
48 Voiced one’s

13

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is an 8 — Try out a suggestion proposed
by your mate or another loved one.
Some modifications will be required, and
they’ll be obvious. Exceed expectations.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 7 — Make sure the people who
are doing the job do it properly. You’re
not being unsympathetic, you’re doing
them a service. You’re helping them keep
their word.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 6 — Somebody at home is upset.
This may not be your fault. If you can
help solve the problem, though, you’ll
maintain tranquility. That makes it worth
the effort.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is a 7 — Your inquiry is a success.
You’re gaining a reputation for being
able to sort the fact from the fiction.
Don’t be surprised if others ask you to do
it again. You have natural talent.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is a 7 — Quick action leads to an
increase in your profits and-or paychecks.
Be on the lookout for services you can
perform for a fee, and get there first.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is a 7 — Stash away as much as you can
for the future. Don’t go on a shopping
spree. What looks like a lot could shrink
to less than enough, if you’re not careful.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —Today
is an 8 — By asking questions discreetly,
you’ll find information you need. You
could also find items you’ve been wanting, at an affordable price. See if you can
get it wholesale.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is
a 7 — The hard part is almost over. Let
competent others take care of the parts
you chose not to do. You’ll get more
accomplished by standing back and giving orders.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 6 — Plan for a quieter day, with more
time for contemplation. Clear off your
desk to get ready. A new assignment’s
coming soon.

(c) 2008, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

thoughts
50 Taped
52 Taboo acts
54 Fizzy drink
55 Actor Ewan
58 Be theatrical
62 Oft-quoted Berra
63 Harmonica
66 Embarrassing

defeat
67 All confused
68 Assortment
69 __ mater
70 Casts off
71 Farmer’s place, in
song
DOWN

resort
9 Smaller of two
10 Seen
11 At a loss for
words
12 Ruffian
13 Eyes, poetically
18 Conjuring
22 Us opponent
24 Nile bird
25 Evening hour
27 __-Saxon
28 Lower oneself
29 Dentyne, e.g.
30 Kuwaiti cash
32 Wife of a rajah
33 Amalgam
36 Encryptions
39 Mexicali miss
41 “Little Caesar”

1 Links vehicle
2 Dunkable cookie
3 Nasty
4 Wisconsin
mascot
5 Hog haven
6 Moray or conger
7 Tylenol’s target
8 Colorado ski

role
44 Artist Magritte
46 Drive in Beverly
Hills
49 Church
doctrines
51 Exemplar of
stiffness
53 Truth, of yore
55 British pianist
Hess
56 Unenthusiastic
57 Deception
59 Eye amorously
60 Follow furtively
61 Organic
compound
64 Kennedy or
Knight
65 Possesses

by Mike Argirion and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

VALIT
©2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

YOVIR
BINLEB
www.jumble.com

ANGOLS

Sudoku

Answer here:

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Friday’s
puzzle
Saturday’s
puzzle

© 2008 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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Answers
Saturday’s
from
Friday

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

“

”

(Answers tomorrow)
MOUNT DRAMA
ANISE HANSOM
SNITCH SMUDGE
ABSORB
Jumbles: ABASH
Whatsecretary
the maleconcentrated
model received
on when
this —he
Answer: The
posedSHORT
in the suit
— A “HANDSOME” SUM
THE
HAND

siuDE.com
www.
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Gloria Bode says
check out page 8 for a
review of ‘Stop-Loss.’
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Math becomes Vegas vice in ‘21’
Julie Engler
DAILY EGYPTIAN
‘21’
Rated: PG-13
Starring: Jim Sturgess, Kevin Spacey,
Laurence Fishburne, Kate Bosworth
Directed by Robert Luketic
Run time: 123 minutes
PROVIDED

PHOTO

The home of prostitution and gamble a little bit and come back with
gambling isn’t fit for MIT math pockets full of money. And, he says,
whizzes, but what happens in Vegas, it’s perfectly safe and legal.
stays in Vegas, right? Not in “21.”
Oh, don’t we know better. It’s
The prospect of becoming rich by easy to predict what’s going to hapcounting cards is great, but for one pen: Something’s going to go wrong,
unlucky guy, losing costs more than they’re going to lose all their money
the money: It incurs the wrath of and the kid who had everything
Kevin Spacey.
going for him is going to lose it all.
Jim Sturgess — our singing That’s a no-brainer.
beauty from “Across the Universe”
But, wow, the film couldn’t be
more boring. The
— is a math genius
previews made it out
struggling to raise
enough money to
to be a suspenseful
2 out of 5 stars
pay for pre-med
film about gambling
school at Harvard.
and risk, but when
And then he meets Micky Rosa it came to fast-paced, exciting shots
(Kevin Spacey), who promises him and plot twists, “21” is incredibly flat.
his math skills can earn him more The direction doesn’t lead the audimoney than he could ever imagine.
ence to take a strong part in the gamAll he has to do is count cards bling but instead focuses more on the
to predict his chances of winning. It winnings, luxuries and romances.
sounds easy enough. A group of stuThe dialogue is too drawn-out.
dents travel to Vegas on the weekends, The plot is way too thorough, not

leaving enough curiosity to the
viewers. The “Vegas sex scene” isn’t
even steamy enough to produce that
slightly embarrassed feeling.
In fact, the pace doesn’t pick up
until the final 30 minutes of the
film, when Sturgess’ character Ben
organizes a scheme to fix his newly
ruined life. Still, there’s enough in
the movie to thoroughly aggravate
an audience.
For one, when Ben returns after
getting the life beat out of him by
the casino head of security, Cole
(Laurence Fishburne), the only
thing his selfish girlfriend Jill (Kate
Bosworth) can do is express her
anger about not knowing where he
was for two weeks. Never mind that
black eye; he should have called her.
Some scenes are better left taken
out.
Then there’s the overwhelming
feeling that if Ben were so smart,
why didn’t he see all of this coming
like the audience did? There’s too
many of those foreshadowing warning signs in the movie that it’s really
just frustrating to enjoy.
Stick with the math homework:
“21” isn’t much more exciting.
Julie Engler can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or julie86@siu.edu.

Not ‘super,’ but not terrible either
Wes Lawson
DAILY EGYPTIAN
‘Superhero Movie’
Rated: PG-13
Starring: Drake Bell, Sara Paxton,
Christopher McDonald
Directed by Craig Mazin
Run time: 85 minutes

What is this? Could it be? A
spoof movie that isn’t entirely terrible? Surely you jest!
To be fair, “Superhero Movie” is
not a good movie by any stretch
of the imagination. It still falls victim to many of the same traps the
most recent crop of spoof movies fall
into. However, it does something that
movies, such as “Meet the Spartans”
failed to do. It makes the audience
laugh.
The one decision writer and
director Craig Mazin makes in order
for the film to work is that the film
actually has a plot and a specific set
of films it’s parodying, as opposed to
just making fun of every event in pop
culture from the last year or so. The
film follows the plot of “Spider-Man”
but elements of “Batman” and “XMen” are thrown into the mix.
We follow high school student
Rick Riker (Drake Bell) as he is bitten by a mutated dragonfly and then
gains its powers, which is pretty much
limited to sticky hands. He wishes to
win the love of neighbor Jill Johnson
(Sara Paxton) but alas, a supervillain is in the neighborhood. That
would be Lou Landers, aka Hourglass
(Christopher McDonald) who, after a
terrible accident, must absorb the life
force of millions of people in order to

gain immortality. It’s up to Dragonfly
to save the day and get the girl and so
on and so forth.
The film makes many of the same
mistakes other spoof movies have
made, in that it thinks making a reference to something in pop culture is
the same thing as telling a joke about
it. MySpace, Facebook and Fave 5
get name-dropped, but none of them
are used in the service of an actually
funny joke. Not to mention that such
references hopelessly date the film.
Some of the jokes are just tired
and dated (bits about the Microsoft
Word paper clip and Enron fall flat)
and a couple of jokes are outright
stolen from other movies (a bit about
betting on death is copied, almost
verbatim, from the 1998 film “Dirty
PROVIDED PHOTO
Work”).
The movie works best when Paxton don’t have much to do, but
it’s either using bizarre throwaway McDonald completely sells his role
gags (a street sign with a dirty word as the villain, clearly having the most
on it, an extended
fun of anyone in the
Stephen Hawking
movie. Marion Ross
joke) or parodying
and Leslie Nielsen
some of the more
show up as Rick’s
2 out of 5 stars
subtle aspects of the
aunt and uncle for
genre. Why do so many superheroes a few funny scenes, and in a bizarre
stand on tall buildings and stare at cameo, Jeffrey Tambor plays a completely incompetent doctor.
cities pensively?
Anyone older than the age of 12
Once again, we have a spoof movie
is likely to find only light laughter in that misses a lot of pretty obvious
the film since no one else is likely to targets in order to make references
laugh at what is certainly one of the to Britney Spears and whatnot. It’s
longest fart jokes in cinematic his- difficult to recommend the movie on
tory. But after sitting through the the basis of a few laughs alone, but if
garbage spoofs that have littered the you’re desperate for comedy, this is a
landscape for so long, light laughter sufficient way to kill 85 minutes.
is a breath of fresh air for the genre.
It helps that the film has genuine
Wes Lawson can be reached at
acting talent to back it up. Bell and 536-3311 ext. 275 or w4027@siu.edu.

P ULSE
Pop stars Jennifer Lopez
and Marc Anthony received
$6 million from People magazine for the first pictures of their
newborn twins Max and Emme.
What do you think about this
huge picture payday?

C

Alicia Wade

I knew babies were expensive, but wow. My new goal in
life is to get uber-famous just
to pop out babies and collect
money.

Wes Lawson

Devin Vaughn

Nothing beats the
I really could care less. I’d like
to see someone pay that kind of time-honored tradition of
money for nude photos of Taye exploiting children.
Diggs. That would be something
worth paying $6 million for.
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Sports

STAT OF THE DAY
The Final Four is set with all four No. 1 seeds making the cut. This is the first time
in history all four No. 1’s have made it. Is your bracket still intact or has it busted?

JEFF
ENGELHARDT
jengel
@siu.edu

“Boredom will reign supreme. This is
the first time all four No. 1 seeds made
the Final Four and I’m only watching
because I want UCLA to win for my own
bracket’s sake.”

LUIS MEDINA
lcm1986
@siu.edu

HAAS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

“She’s (Haas) hot because
she competes at every at bat,”
Blaylock said.
The Redbirds tried to make a

STATE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

Throughout the series, the first
team to score was the team that won
and SIU had a chance to get on the
board first.
SIU designated hitter Chris Crank
drew a walk in the third, which was
later followed by a Chris Murphy
double. With two outs and runners
on second and third, Scott Elmendorf
grounded out to end the inning.
Friday’s series opener against the
Bears involved plenty of trips from
the batter’s box straight to the bench
for SIU. The Salukis struck out a
season-high 10 times en route to a
5-2 defeat.
Missouri State ace Tim Clubb
threw nine of the strikeouts in eight
innings of play and allowed only one
run to improve to 4-0 on the season.
Cody Adams took the loss for the
Salukis and fell to 2-2 after giving
up seven hits and four runs in seven
innings.
Bret Maugeri hit his first home run
since 2006 to cut the lead to 2-1 in the
fourth. SIU had another chance in the
ninth with the bases loaded and one
out but managed to score just once.

Bret Maugeri

“I didn’t think Memphis had a chance
to get to the Final Four, but they have
looked good. I’m still alive since I have
Kansas over UCLA in the championship,
but I would have needed Louisville and
Pittsburgh to come through for a perfect
Final Four.”

MATT HARTWIG
mhartwig
@siu.edu

“My bracket is still alive as long as
North Carolina is still playing ball. I’m
surprised that Kansas didn’t choke,
that Memphis has been making its free
throws and that Stephen Curry carried
me as far as he did.”

late rally in the sixth inning but fell
one run short as freshman Nikki
Waters picked up her ninth win of
the year.
The Salukis extended their
MVC home record to 5-0 and
6-3 overall this season. They will

Saluki outfielder Bret
Maugeri is on a 10-game
hitting streak. The streak is
the best of any SIU player
this season. One of Maugeri’s
hits was a home run against
Missouri State Friday — his first
since 2006.

Do you have questions for the Saluki
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

return to Charlotte West as they
face Saint Louis Wednesday in a
double-header beginning at 4 p.m.
Megan Kramper can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 256 or
megkramp@siu.edu.

The team is batting at a .220 clip with double, followed it by hitting a batter
and then gave up a three-run homer
the bases loaded.
Callahan said timely hitting is to Ben Carlson.
something a team can’t practice.
With the lead cut to 8-7, Bryant
“I don’t think
George got the call
out of the bullpen
you can replicate
situations like that
and struck out Josh
don’t think you can
Mazzola for the
in a practice setreplicate situations like win and his second
ting,” Callahan said.
“Sometimes hitting
that in a practice setting. save.
is just contagious
Shawn
Joy
Sometimes hitting is just picked up the win
and you get a hit in
that situation and
contagious and you get for the Salukis, giving up three runs
you’re liable to do it
a hit in that situation
again.”
on nine hits. Joy
said he was nervous
SIU survived a
and
you’re
liable
to
do
it
wild ninth inning
watching the lead
again.
Saturday to notch
slip in the ninth but
— Dan Callahan remained confident
an 8-7 victory in
head coach
the second game of
in the club.
“I’ve
been
the series.
The Salukis built an eight-run lead around baseball for a while and those
by putting together six hits in the top games happen and it never feels good
of the fifth to take a 7-0 lead. Missouri when it does,” Joy said. “It wasn’t pretty
State responded with three runs in to watch but we got out of it and won
the bottom of the fifth before SIU so that’s good.”
outfielder Aaron Roberts doubled in
The Salukis will head to Marion
another run to set the stage for an 8-3 Tuesday to take on Illinois at 6 p.m.
lead in the bottom of the ninth.
in Rent One Park to start a five-game
The game appeared to be finished week.
with the Bears down five and two outs
Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at
until SIU reliever Ian Reinhart started
to fall apart. Reinhart gave up an RBI
536-3311 ext. 269 or jengel@siu.edu.
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INSIDER, page 15: See what’s
driving us mad this March.
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SOFTBALL

Salukis complete two-game sweep

Junior third
baseman
Katie Wagner
reaches
for a line
drive during
Saturday’s
win against
Illinois State.
The Salukis
defeated Illinois
State 2-1 in
both games
Saturday.
S TEPHEN R ICKERL
D AILY E GYPTIAN

Haas extends hit
streak to seven
games
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Senior Lauren Haas picked a good
time to swing a hot bat for the SIU
softball team.
Haas extended her hit streak to
seven games as she helped the Salukis
pick up a pair of wins over Missouri
Valley Conference foe Illinois
State Saturday afternoon before
rain canceled the final game of the

‘‘W

series Sunday.
helped the Salukis capitalize against
“I just feel like I’m seeing the the Redbirds (11-14, 1-4).
“What sets the tone is pitching
ball really well right now and just
hitting it where they’re
and defense,” Blaylock
(the defenders) not,”
said. “Over the last five
Haas said.
or six years we’ve won
hat sets
a lot of ball games 2-1
The Salukis (17-15,
5-3 MVC) earned a pair
because you’ve kept the
the tone
opposing team down.”
of 2-1 victories in the
is pitching and
Trailing 1-0 in the
double header during
a cold, windy Saturday
bottom of the sixth in
defense.
behind an offensive that
— Kerri Blaylock game one, Haas hit a
head coach double to score senior
scored multiple runs for
the first time in four
outfielder Krystal Stein
games.
from second to even the score.
Coach Kerri Blaylock said getSophomore right fielder Katie
ting hits at the right time behind Wilson then hit a hard ground ball
good pitching and strong defense also to score Haas from third and give the

Salukis the eventual go-ahead run,
winning the game 2-1.
Freshman pitcher Danielle Glosson
recordedher first win since Feb.16 when
she threw a 2-0 win over Fordham
in the Bulldog Round-Robin in
Starksville, Miss.
Glosson said she knew a win
would come sooner or later and kept
her head up with encouragement
from Blaylock and her dad.
“It just brings relief to me
to know my offense is working
and they’re hitting the ball hard,”
Glosson said.
Blaylock said even though
she hasn’t picked up the win in
most games, Glosson has been

productive and the win Saturday can
give her momentum heading into the
heart of the season.
In game two, the Salukis struck
early as they scored two runs in
the second inning when freshman
outfielder Chelsea Held hit a two
run double that scored Wilson. Held
later scored on an Illinois State error
as she slid into second, putting the
Salukis up 2-0.
Haas
also
hit
another
double in the game, giving her sole
possession of eighth place on SIU’s
career doubles list with 28.
See HAAS, Page 15

BASEBALL

SIU struck out of luck against Bears
Salukis srike out 28
times in conference
series
Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The Salukis couldn’t find their
way to first base when they needed
it most.
SIU (13-10, 3-3) dropped the
rubber match 5-0 in a conference
series against Missouri State on
Sunday in Springfield, Mo., where
it struck out 28 times during the
series.
Missouri State freshman pitcher Aaron Meade retired 14 Salukis
in a row in Sunday’s finale. After
getting out of a minor jam in
the third inning, Meade did not
surrender a hit or walk until

the eighth.
Coach Dan Callahan said
Meade did a great job of
mixing pitches and keeping the
SIU offense off balance.
“He was better than we were,”
Callahan said. “When you’re locked
in a battle like that and have a guy
on the mound looking like he isn’t
going to surrender many runs, then
every run means a lot.”
SIU pitcher David Kington
gave up nine hits and five runs in
six innings with almost all of the
damage coming on two pitches.
After surrendering a hit and
then hitting a batter, Kington fell
behind in the count and gave up a
bomb to Nolan Keane. With two
outs in the sixth, Chris Playter
blasted the Bears second home run
to give Missouri State (17-7, 4-2)
the 5-0 lead.
See STATE, Page 15

SIU closer
Bryant
George
prepares
to take the
mound in the
eighth inning
during the
March 2
game against
Northern
Illinois.
George
stopped a
Missouri
State rally
Saturday to
secure an 8-7
win for the
Salukis.
R YAN R ENDLEMAN
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